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Natural Shoreland Erosion Control Certification Training, Nov., 2016 

Vermont Lake Wise and Shoreland Protection Act Programs
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Also define non-native plant
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Upwards of 3500 introduced species have escaped cultivation. $100 million is 

spent annually on controlling invasive wetland plants in the US Alone. 42% of 

the nation’s endangered and threatened species have declined as a result of 

encroaching invasive plants and animals.
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What plants provide below the surface is equal to or in some cases more 

important than what they provide above the surface.  

Note the typical lawn grass roots on far right of graphic and how shallow they 

are.  Grass roots provide the least amount of root structure and soil 

stabilization and above ground little to no stormwater filtration.  And, lawns are 

sterile for wildlife habitat. 
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Again, compare some of the popular landscaping ornamental plant roots with 

the depth of native plant roots. 
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Evolved together. Monarch caterpillar. Kousa Dogwood, a native of China 

supports no insect herbivores.  Flowering dogwood, a native to the eastern US 

supports 117 species of moths and butterflies alone.



Many people know the story about the Monarch and the Milkweed. 

90% of our insects have evolved to be plant specific and are just like the monarch.  
Without their native host plant, they can’t survive, like the Monarch butterflies who 
larva only eat milkweeds and the juniper Hairstreak whose larva only eat red cedar.
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1. Birds depend entirely on insects.  96% of birds depend entirely on insect protein 
–derived from native plants – to produce one clutch.  

(50% fewer birds today than 40 years ago!  -230 species endangered today)

1. But, it’s not just any insects, it is caterpillar and moth larva.  For example, the 
chickadee needs to go out and find between 6,200- 9000 cateprillar larva to 
feed one clutch.  Can’t work any harder to go find insects.  146 trips per day. 
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Dr. Doug Tallamy’s research findings of how many moths and butterflies each 

native plant supports. 
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A study performed on lakes in the Pacific Northwest found there was a direct 

correlation between how developed a lakeshore was and the diets of the fish.

The research found that trout in developed lakes had fewer insects in their diet 

and an overall 50 percent lower daily intake of energy. 

Lower energy intake can slow growth and compromise fish reproduction, 

which ultimately leads to population declines.
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More lawn planted in the US than all the agricultural crop land planted!



Baby steps with renaturalizing shorelands and reducing lawn to lake.  Iris, 

redosier dogwoods coming in one year after planted. 
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Be intentional about lawn areas. Evaluate what kind/what size of lawn space 

the homeowner needs for recreational.  Lawns may be best placed along 

pathways, but establish lawn last after protecting the assortment of native 

species. 
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Example of unused lawn areas that could be be restored/stabilized with native 

vegetation
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There are ways to stabilize shorelines with native vegetation AND have a tree 

canopy AND preserve lake views
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Beautiful example of a shoreland owner who has his views, privacy, colorful 

native plant blooms and has developed to maintain a natural shoreland. His 

property earned the Lake Wise Award, which signifies excellent stormwater

management and wildlife habitat protection as his property is exemplary in 

lake friendly practices.  
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